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LINEARIZATION VARIANCE ESTIMATORS FOR SURVEY DATA
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ABSTRACT

In survey sampling, Taylor linearization is often used to estimate nonlinear finite population parameters such as ratios, regression
and correlation coefficients which can be expressed as smooth functions of totals. It is generally applicable to any sampling design,
but it can lead to more than one variance estimator that are asymptotically equivalent under repeated sampling. The choice among
the variance estimators requires other considerations such as conditional properties of the variance estimators. A new approach to
deriving Taylor linearization variance estimators is proposed. This method is based on representing Taylor linearization in terms of
partial derivatives with respect to design weights. It leads to variance estimators with good conditional properties and agrees with
a jackknife linearization variance estimator when the latter is applicable. We apply the method to a variety ofproblerns, covering
general calibration estimators of a total as well as other estimators defined either explicitly or implicitly as solutions of estimating
equations. Our approach leads to a new variance estimator for a general class of calibration estimators that includes generalized raking
ratio and generalized regression estimators. Extensions to two phase sampling are also presented.

KEY WORDS: Calibration; Design weights; Estimating equations; Raking ratio estimator; Regression estimators.

RESUME

Dans Ie dornaine de l'echantillonnage d'enqucte, on utilise souvent la linearisation par serle de Taylor pour obtenir leg estimateurs
de la variance de parametres non lineaires d'une population tinie, comme leg quotients ou leg coefficients de regression et de
correlation qui peuvent ctre exprlmes sous forme de fonction continue des totaux. La linearisation par serle de Taylor s'applique
generalement a tout plan de sandage, rnais elle peut produire plusieurs estimateurs de la variance asymptotiquement non biaises par
rapport au plan de sandage dans des conditions d'echantillonnage repete. Le choix de l'estimateur approprle de la variance doit se
fonder sur d'autres criteces, tels que i) l'absence approximative de biais dans la variance du modele de l'estimateur dans leg conditions
du modele considere, ii) la validite en cas d'echantillonnage conditionnel repete. Nous proposons une nouvelle methode de calcul
des estimateurs de la variance par linearisation de Taylor qui mene directement a un estimateur unique de la variance satisfaisant aux
criteres susmentionnes. Cet estimateur concorde avec l'estimateur de la variance par linearisation selon la methode du jackknife
lorsque celui-ci est applicable. Nous appliquons notre methode a la resolution de divers problemes, all ant des estimateurs d'un total
a d'autres estimateurs detinis explicitement ou implicitement comme solution d'equations d'estimation. Notre methode produit un
nouvel estimateur de la variance pour une classe generale d'estimateurs par calage qui englobe leg estimateurs generalises par la
methode iterative du quotient et leg estimateurs generalises par regression. Nous etendons la methode proposee a l'echantillonnage

a deux degres.

MOTS CLES : Calage, equations d'estimation, estimateur par la methode iterative du quotient, estimateurs par regression, poids de

sondage.

repeated sampling. The choice among the variance
estimators, therefore, requires other considerations such as (i)
approximate unbiasedness for the model variance of the
estimator under an assumed model, (ii) validity under a
conditional repeated sampling framework. For example, in
the context of simple random sampling and the ratio

estimator, Y R =6/x)X. of the population total Y, Royall and

Cumberland (1981) showed that a commonly used
linearization variance estimator v L1 = N2( n -1 -N -1)S z2 does

1. INTRODUCTION

Taylor linearization is a popular method of variance
estimation for complex statistics such as ratio and regression
estimators and logistic regression coefficient estimators. It is
generally applicable to any sampling design that permits
unbiased variance estimation for linear estimators, and it is
computationally simpler than a resampling method such as
the jackknife. However, it can lead to multiple variance
estimators that are asymptotically design unbiased under

1 A. Demnati, Social Survey Methods Division, Statistics Canada. R. H. Coats Bldg, 15th Floor, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, KIA OT6. J. N. K. Rao,
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N -vector of l's. For example, i

Y R=[(Edj(s) y)/(Edj(s) x)]X,

fQ,dy) reduces to the total Y

that Y R is a function of d(s),

X, but we dropped X

Y R=j{!!(S),J?".!).

Taylor linearization of e around X gives

e-e=gQ)-gw",(ag(Q)/ag)Tls=x (f -fl, (2.1)

where ag(g)/ag=(ag(g)/aal,...,ag(g)/aam)T. We assume that
(2.1) is satisfied by the sampling design under suitable
regularity conditions.

X=Lb;J:!;Let for arbitrary real numbers

not track the conditional variance of Y R given x, unlike the

jackknife variance estimator v J' Here y and x are the sample

means, X is the known population total of an auxiliary

variable x, sz2 is the sample variance of the residuals

Zj = Y j -(i;/x)Xj and (n,N) denote the sample and population

sizes. By linearizing the jackknife variance estimator, VJ' we

obtain a different linearization variance estimator,
v JL =(X/X)2VLI' which also tracks the conditional variance as

well as the unconditional variance, where X=X/N is the mean
of x, As a result, v JL or v J may be preferred over VLI.

Samdal, Swensson and Wretman (1989) showed that VJL is

both asymptotically design unbiased and asymptotically
model unbiased in the sense of Em (VJL) = V m(Y R)' where Em

denotes model expectation and V m(Y R) is the model variance

of Y R under a "ratio model": Em(yJ=PXj; i=l,.."N and the

Yj's are independent with model variance V m(yJ=cr2Xj'

~>O, Thus, V JL is a good choice from either the design-based

or the model-based perspective.
1! =(b1,...,bN)T, and gQ)=M,tJ)=M) Noting

2=4yf!(s) and X=4yl, we can express (2.1) as

Binder (1996) presented a "cookbook" approach to Taylor
linearization that leads directly to v JL -type linearization

variance estimators. Binder's approach is simple and
attractive, but a more rigorous and broadly applicable
method is needed. In section 2, we propose an alternative
approach that is theoretically justifiable and at the same time
leads directly to a v JL -type variance estimator for general

designs. We apply the method, in section 3, to a variety of
problems, covering regression calibration estimators of a
total Y and other estimators defined either explicitly or
implicitly as solutions of estimating equations. We also
obtain a new variance estimator for a general class of
calibration estimators that includes generalized raking ratio
and generalized regression estimators. Section 4 extends the
proposed method to two-phase sampling to obtain a variance
estimator that makes fuller use of the first phase sample data
compared to traditional linearization variance estimators.

noting that 2=1 is equivalent to ,e=l
J!.k=a2/abklp.=1 in (2.2) to get

Now we substitute

N
e -9 z k~ (aM) jabk) Ik.=l (dk(S) -1)

=iT(g(s)-l),

where i=(il,...,zN)T with ik=aiU!)~abkle;l. It follows from
(2.3) that a variance estimator of e is approximately given
by the variance estimator of the estimated total
Ldj(s) ij=Y(i); that is, var(8) '" v(i). Now we replace ik by
zk=a.!U2)labkle;d(s)' since ik's are unknown, to get a
linearization variance estimator

2. THE METHOD
vJ9)=v(z)

Note that vj8) given by (2.4) is simply obtained from the
formula v(y) for Y by replacing Yi by Zi for iES. Note that
we do not first evaluate the partial derivatives af@/abk at
Q= 1 to get i and then substitute estimates for the unknown
components of i. Our method, therefore, is similar in spirit
to Binder's approac~. The variance estimator VL is valid
because Zi is a consistent estimator of zi'

To motivate the method, we start with a simple general case
where the estimator e of a parameter e can be expressed as

a differentiable function gLY) of estimated totals
~ ~ ~ T ~ .

X=(Y1,...,Ym) ,where Yj=LjEudj(s)Yij,j=I,...,m, e=g(X) and

T .~ ~
X=(Y1,...,Y m) .We may Wflte e as e=.t(d(s).4) and

8=.fQ,d), where dy is an mxN matrix with j th column
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f e denotes the ratio estimator

then m=2, Yu=Yj' Y2j =Xj and

, noting that (Y/X)X=Y. Note

.l' and.! and the known total

for simplicity and write



the and for i*kratio estimatorExample 2.1 Suppose e is
f R=x[(Ldi(S)YJ/(Ldi(s)xJ]. Then

a(b$;(Q»
abk

=-:!Jc~)-1 

(bjcj.!)
j{Q) = X[ (Lb jY J / (Lb jX J ] = XY(Q) / X(Q)

I. YkLb,x,-X kLb. y .af(k)/abk=X I I I I

(Lbjxj)2
Therefore, X

Zk =af(k) lab I =-()) k -Rx k).
I' kJl?=d(s) X

Thus, our variance estimator VL (Y R) is identical to Binder's
(1996) variance estimator.

and

It now follows from (3.2) and (3.3), that

afiQ)/abk=gk(Q)ek(l!,) ,
where

T
e~)=Yk-~k!l(Q)

with fl.(Q)=A -1(Q)(LibjCi!.iYi). Therefore,
zk=af{Q)/abkll1.=4(s) reduces to3. CALffiRATION ESTIMATORS

Zk =gk(d(s»ek'The ratio estimator can be viewed as a calibration estimator,
Y R=LWi(S)Yi' with explicit weights Wi(s)=(X/X)di(s) and
satisfying the calibration constraint ALW i(S)Xi=X, Calibration
estimatorsofatotal Yoftheform Yw=LWi(S)Yi with explicit
weights W i(S) and satisfying the calibration constraints
LWi(S)~i=K are widely used, where *'i=(Xli,...,xq)T and

TA A

where ek=Yk-,!"kf! with f!=f!(4(s))

The variance estimator, v(g), resulting from (3.6), takes
account of the g-weights, gk(4(S», unlike the standard
linearization variance estimator. It agrees with the model-
assisted variance estimator of Sarndal et al (1989).%=(Xl,...,xq)T is the vector of known totals of auxiliary

variables Xj' j=l,...,q. In subsection 3.1 we consider the

generalized regression (GREG) estimator. Extension to

estimators, e, obtained as solutions of estimating equations
is presented in subsection 3.2. The case of general
calibration estimators is investigated in subsection 3.3.

3.2 Estimating equations

We now turn to estimators f! =(e1,...,ep)T of a vector
parameter ~ defined either explicitly or implicitly as the
solution to estimating equations with calibration weights
W i(s)=di(s)gi(!l(S)):

3.1 Generalized regression estimator
S-@)=E W j(s) }!:,j@) = Q,

The GREG estimator of total Y is given by Y w
calibration weights wi(s)=di(s)gi(!!(S», where

A1f~ T )-l gi(!!(S»=1 +Q{-XJ \ L..,di(s)Ci,!:i,!i Ci,!:i'

with
where }!,j@} and $(f!) are (px1) vectors (Binder, 1983).

In general, the solution!! to the estimating equations (3.7)
may not be expressab1e as a function of estimated totals. We
therefore follow Binder's (1983) approach and write the
linearization estimator of covariance matrix of!! as

(3.1)

with Specified constants c. and X=Ld. (s ) x. .The ratioI -I "'"

estimator, YR ' is a special case with q=l (i.e., scalar x.) and
-1 A I

Cj=xj , and gj(!l(s)), given by (3.1), reduces to X/X.

where l@) = a~@)/a.fl and ts@) is the estimated covariance
matrix )!,L($@» =ts@) evaluated at .fl =~. Binder (1983)
gave regularity conditions for the validity of(3.11). Noting
that ~@) is a vector of estimated totals with GREG weights
di(s)gi(4(S», it follows from (3.6) and (3.8) that

The GREG estimator may be expressed as a differentiable
function of estimated totals. Hence, the general theory of
section 2 is applicable and it remains to evaluate
zk=aiUl)/abkl~=Il(S)' where f(Q)=L(bigi(Q))yj. is obtained by
replacing 4 (s) by Q in the formula for Y w' Noting that
a4(Q)-I/abk= -4 (Q)-I(aLi (Q)/abkM(Q)-1 where
Li(Q)=Lbic,,!;;J;i ' we get

a(bkgk(Q)) =gk(Q)-h~(Q)-1 bkckh (3.2)
where

tL@) =;J!,(g)

~k= [l@)]-lgk(4(S))£k* (3.10)

abk

-(K _g(Q»T d(Q)-1(Ck~~1d(Q)-1(bkck:;f)
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~ T T ~ T
where QA = Ldj(s}/{;!j 1)*.,j;!"j and ~A =Ljdj(s)F(!j 1) *.,j'

Note that both QA and $.A are of the form of estimated totals.
Substituting (3.16) into (3.15) gives

Further, Ii.u is obtained from Ii j by changing Y i to U ij@) and
)!.(g) is the estimated covariance matrix of the vector of
estimated totals Z=Ld!s )z..-I" "of

The result (3.9)-(3.10) may also be obtained directly by
writing ~ as .f{d(s)) and evaluating zk=a.fU2)/abkl =Jl(s. We
denote J1(Q)=.fU2) as the solution of L(bigi(Q))gi~)=~' i.e., Using the approximation (3.17) in (3.13), it follows that Y w

is approximated by a differentiable function of estimated
totals. Hence, the general theory of Section 2 is applicable
and it remains to evaluate z k =ahCQ)/abJe=4(s)' where
hCQ)=Lb$i*(Q)Yi with

L(bjgj(Q))J:!,j@(Q))=Q, (3.11 )

We now take the derivative of(3.11) with respect to bk to

get

(3.12)
E [a(b$i(Q))labk)gi(~(Q))

+ E( bigi(Q) )[aEi(~(b))1 a( e(Q))]a@(Q))labk" ~ T,\ T ~ Twhere QA(Q)=L.,b/t!; hk;!i and §A(Q)=L.,b?(.!; 1k;
simplification, we get

After

Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) for a(b$;CQ))/abk in (3.12), we
obtain (3.10) after simplification. This result shows that our
method is also directly applicable to general estimators 11
under Binder's (1983) re~larity conditions.

where

TA T A T~

Zk=F(.!k~) (Yk-,!k !!~=F(.!k k) etA,

A ( T~ T )-l TA

!!A.= Edi(s~ ,b),!,;!; }:::di(s~ 1);f;>li"

3.3 A general class of calibration estimators Singh and Folsom (2000) obtained a similar result, using a
somewhat different approach.

The calibration weights, w .(s), associated with the
A I

GREG estimator Y w may not be always nonnegative. To get
around this difficulty, generalized raking ratio weights are
often used. These weights are always nonnegative, but the
method can lead to some extreme weights (Deville and

Samdal, 1992).

The result (3.18) may also be obtained directly along the
lines of (3.2) and (3.3) by writing Y w as j(4(s)) and
evaluating Tzjc=of{Q)lobkl/l.=/i(s)' where f{Q)=Eb$j(Q)Yj with
gj(Q)=F(!j k(Q)). We have

a(b~k(Q) )/abk =gk(Q) +b~kT 1(Q»'!kT(a1(Q)/abJ, (3.19)
The generalized raking weights belong to the class

and for i*k
TA T ~

a(b$;CQ))/abk=b~i 1(Q));!i (a,b(Q)/abk)(3.13)

with F(a)=e °, where the LaGrange multiplier ~ is
determined by solving the calibration equations

Ew;cs)~ = Ed;cs)F<.!iT.b)~=K,

or
(3.14)Ldi(s)FC!i~),!;=K.

To evaluate a,t:(Q)/abk, we take the derivatives of the
calibrati?I} equations (3.14) with g(s) replaced by k:
Lb?C.!i 1@»),!j-K=O. This gives

T A TA T ~
O=FC.!k ~(Q»:!Ic+Lbki 1(Q»~;!i (al::(l?)/abk)
or
a,t:(Q)/abk = -(LbkiT,t:(Q»)!;!iT)-l FC.!kT~(l?)~ (3.21)

T~9 GREG wei~,s cof!espond to F(a) =1 +a in which case

~-=~Ldj(S):!j;!i' ) (K-l{). Substituting (3.21) into (3.19) and (3.20), we get (3.18) after

simplification.

Deville and Sarnda1 (1992) showed that the asymptotic
variance of Y w for general F(.) is equivalent to the
asymptotic variance of the GREG estimator which involves
the "census" regression coefficient 11. Using this result they
obtained a variance es}i1J1!tor of Y f\_{or general F(.), by
replacing 11 by Jl=\LWj(Sk.*, I LWj(sl!;fj' where
Wj(s)=dj(s)F(!jT~). The resulting Zk agrees with our Zk
given by (3.18) if f{a)=F(a), i.e., in the case of generalized
raking weights. In the case of GREG estimator, we have

In general, the calibration estimator Yw=Ew;(s)y; with
weights w;(s) given by (3.13) may not be expressable as
function of estimated totals. We therefore follow Binder's
(1983) approach and expand FC!;~) around 1, where 1
denotes theProbability limit of ).. We get

T T -T r
FC!; ,b)",FC!; 1)+.fu; 1),!; (1-1), (3.15)

where .f(a)=aF(a)/aa. Further, by expanding the calibration
equations (3.14) around 1, w~ ~~~ain;} er simplification,

).-A::::- Q S- (3.16)~ ~ A ~A ~
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~ ( T )-l A

F(x)=l+x, f{X)=~Aand ~= Ldi(sk;!i (J'-KJ. It readily
follows ~at FG!i-~) reduces A~ 1 the customary ~- wei~~t

gk(d(s»-l +Q[-KJ1~~,t(S)!!'!"i') A'!"~' and Te~ -'Yk-'!"k l1A
reduces to ek=Yk-,!"k D- WIth D-= Ldi(sk;!i J Ldi(s)*'.Yi'
Note that our zk in this case is ifferent from the zk of
Deville and Sarndal (1992), but agrees with a commonly
used zk(Sarndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1989).

. N .. th .th I ( )T . 1 ,NIS an pX matrIx WI ] co urnn ~j = Xjl,...,xjp , ] = ,... .

Now following the derivation of (2.3) and noting that

i=4y,4(s), X=4yl, g(I)=4xfl(I)(sJ, K=4xl, it can be shown

that (4.2) reduces to

6-e"'1 T(4(S) -1)+1(1)~4(1)(sJ-l),
Our method can be extended to implicitly defined estimators,
8w, along the lines of section 3.2. Details are omitted for

simplicity.

w her e fl(s)=(di(s),...,dJs))T and

d(i)(SJ=(di(i)(SJ,...,d~i)(sJ)T with dj(s)=O if i is not in the

4. TWO-PHASE SAMPLING

We extend our method to two-phase sampling, assuming the
estimator e of a parameter e can be expressed as a

differentiable function, gct,g(l~, of estimated totals,

X=(Y1,...,Y m)T, from the second-phase sample and estimated

totals j(I)= (X A(I)

,~ 1

second-phase sample s, and dj(I)(SJ=O if i is not in the

first-phase sample $1. Further, j,=(ZI,...,iN)T with
-- a~nl.b b (I») lab I d -(1)_ (_(1) _(I»)T oth:~~ ~~,~ 11' k~k.m;l' an ;. -ZI ,...,zN WI
Zk =aj(Q,k( »)/abk-'le;t.~(I);l. It follows from (4.3) that a

variance estimator of e is approximately given by the
variance estimator of the estimated total
Ldj(s)Zj+Ldj(I)(SI)ij(I)=Y(Z)+X(I\Z(I»). We denote the latter
variance estimator as v(z,i(I») so that
estvar(8)"'v(z,i(I»). Now we replace Z k and Z~I) by

and
Zk =afik"e (1»labkl/l.=d(s),e(I)=d(I)(SJ

Z (I) =afik,k (1»labil) le=d(s),e(I)=d(I)(sJ

k

respectively, since ik and i~l) are unknown. This leads to
a linearization variance estimator

A .."rt1) (1)

Here ~=Ldj(s)Yij' j=l,...,m, Ai =Ldj (S1)xjl' l=l,...,p,

df1)(sJdenotes the first-phase design weight attached to i th

unit in the first-phase sample S1' and dj(s) is the final design
weight attached to i th unit in the second-phase sample s.

Further, the parameter 8=g(r.J:J with X=(Y1,...,Y m)T and

K=(X1,...,xp)T denoting the vectors of Y- and X-totals. For
vL(8) =V(Z,z (1».

example, the two-phase ratio estimator, Y R2' is of the form

e=g(y,%,%(l» :

(4.1)

Also,

8=g(y,x,x(I»)=y.

Taylor linearization of e=g(j,i<l) around cr.K> gives
e -e = g(j,i< 1) -g(X,K)

z(ag(g,Q <1~/aQ)T~=LI!(I)=fi- 1)

+(ag(g,Q<I~/aQ<I))\=x.II.(l)=Jff<I)_Jj .

(4.2)

We now consider the special case of a "double expansion"
estimator Y(y)=Ldi(s)Yi with di(S)=:!tHI.~i~1 for fES and the
Horvitz-Thompson (H-T) estimator X )(x)=Ldi( )(SI)xi with
di(I)(SJ=X~: for iESI' where Xli is the probability of
including unit i in S I ' and ~i/l is the conditional probability
of including unit i in S given S I. In this case, an unbiased
H-T type estimator of Y(Y)+X(I)(X) is given by

(y ) _~~7I!Iij-XliXlj Xi XjV ,x -L.. L.. I ijEsl Xlij Xli Xlj

~~Xlij-XliXlj ( Yi Yj 2 Yi Xj )+L..L..'" ---J --+ --(4.5)

iJ'ES X* X I .X I ' X I ' XI '
lij I J I J

~ ~ ~ij/I-X2i/1 ~j/l Yi Yj+L..L.. ,- --
..1r- * *
IJES ""2;;/1 x. x., I J

Let X=EbsY-i and g(I)=Ebi(I).,!"i for arbitrary real numbers

k={b1,...,bN)T and k (1)={b1(1),...,b21T. Also, let
where 1tj* =1tlj~j/1' 1t~ =1tlij~ij/1' 1tlij is the probability of
including both i and j in S I and ~ij/1 is the conditional
probability of including both i and j in s given S I. The
proof of (4.5) is omitted. The variance estimator (4.4) is
obtained from (4.5) by changing Yj and Xj to Zj and Zj(l)

respectively.

g(j,g(l~=MJJ;(l~~)=MJJ;(l), where 4y is an mxN

.o th .th 1 -(y )T '- 1 ,N d Amatnx WI ] co umn Y-j- jI,...,yjm ' J- ,... , an ~x
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Example 4.1 We illustrate the calculation of V(Z,z(I)) for
the two-phase ratio estimator Y R2' given by (4.1), for the
special case of simple random sampling at both phases: s 1 is
a simple random sample of size n and S2 is a simple random
subsample of size m from Sl. In this case, 7tli=n/N and
~i/l=m/n. Further, it follows from (4.1) that for general
two-phase design,
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